
glow bull global  What kind of bull helps you see in the dark anywhere in the world?
wee bull weeble What tiny bull wobbles but doesn't fall down?
hum bull humble What kind of modest bull doesn’t know the words to songs?
hoary bull horrible What grayish-white bull is a fright to behold?
try bull  tribal  What kind of bull gives e�ort for his clan?
rue bull ruble  What kind of bull regrets its Russian spending spree?
gully bull gullible What ravine-dwelling bull never checks Snopes.com?
lie bull  libel  What bull gets sued for publishing falsehoods?
posse bull possible What kind of bull would you perhaps round up to catch a criminal at large?
cob bull cobble  What corn-eating bull is used to piece together roads?
deci bull decibel What fraction of a bull can tell you how loud something is?
rum bull rumble What kind of bull drinks a daiquiri right before he �ghts?
canny bull cannibal What cunning bull eats nothing but hamburger?
dab bull dabble  What tiny amount of a bull likes to try lots of things, but only super�cially?
K bull  cable  What kind of bull transfers 1000 bytes over an electronic conduit?
ram bull ramble  What kind of bull likes sheep, however, well, not just any type of sheep, but you   
    know the ones that, oh that reminds me, have you ever counted sheep to try to   
    fall asleep. Hey, sheep rhymes with sleep, what a meaningless coincidence...   
    anyway back to the sheep... 
stay bull stable  What do you tell a bull when he wants to leave the barn?
fey bull fable  What kind of bull likes 30 Rock, Weekend Update, and the Tortoise and the Hare?
rub bull rubble  What kind of bull can you massage to make it fall into pieces?
audi bull audible What bull can you always hear coming in his TT Roadster?
playa bull pliable  What easily convinced bull lives on a Spanish beach?
gam bull gamble What bull had an attractive leg, but lost it at the blackjack table?
opera bull operable What type of musical bull can have surgery done on it?
terry bull terrible What bull makes a really unpleasant cloth to dry o� with?
bi bull  bible  What kind of bull likes women, men, and religious tomes?
sorta bull sortable What...i�y....bull is super easy to organize?
no bull  noble  What do you tell a royal bull when you want to prevent him from doing some  
    thing?
stub bull stubble What very short-haired bull has an unusually small end?
eddy bull edible  What kind of bull are you able to eat in a small current?
bum bull bumble What good-for-nothing bull botches everything it does?
fee bull feeble  What kind of particularly weak bull charges you for service?
scram bull scramble What do you say to a bull when he orders eggs but you’d rather him leave?
mar bull marble  What type of bull can damage a certain decorative metamorphic rock?
sham bull shamble What completely fake bull walks around unsteadily?

Answer is NO WAY OUT
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